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Abstract
Position measurement at nanoscale currently raises issues such as making significant compromise between range and
resolution or as the difficulty to measure several directions with a single sensor. This paper presents a novel visual
method to measure displacements at nanometric scale along two axes. This method allows subpixelic measurement of
position by using a pseudo-periodic pattern observed by a regular visual setup. This micrometric pattern corresponds
to the intertwining of two perpendicular copies of a single-axis pattern made of two frequency carriers with slightly
different periods. It was realized in clean room by photolythography of aluminium on glass. The algorithm is based on
a twin-scale principle, itself based on direct phase measurement of periodic grids. Experiments are performed at video
rate (30 fps) and show a linearity below 0.16 % and a repeatability below 14 nm over an unambiguous range of 221 µm.
A resolution below 0.5 nm is demonstrated by the use of 2000 images. The method can be adjusted to different ranges,
according to the needs.
Keywords: displacement sensing; subpixelic; direct phase computation; two-axes pattern; nanometric precision.

1. Introduction
Position measurement raises specific issues in the microworld. Often the research of accuracy, range or overall
dimensions needs compromises at this scale. Numerous
sensors have the drawback to be in touch with the moving
object (lot of capacitive or piezoelectric sensors for example) and are limited to one-direction measurement. Many
sensors without contact, like interferometers or confocal
sensors, are also limited to one direction. In this context,
a measurement method by vision could be the solution of
choice for 2D measurements.
A wide variety of visual methods exist and are able
to detect sub-pixelic motions (typically with a resolution
between 0.1 and 0.01 pixel). Some can be qualified as areabased methods: they work on the entire image without extracting particular features. It is also possible to use image
features, for example with gradient-based motion estimation [1] or phase-correlation method like Huang et al. [2]
who apply correlation to a coded but non-periodic structure and measure displacements with a resolution of 60 nm
on a several millimeters range. Other methods use specific
features in the image and measure their displacements,
like Kim et al. who evaluate displacement of MEMS with
the tracking of markers [3], or Kokorian et al. who detect picometric displacements with a curve-fitting based
method [4].
Nevertheless these methods are limited in range by the
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size of the field of observation, that is why they only allow
incremental measurements and hence a relative knowledge
of the position. But another category of visual methods
solves this problem: pattern-based methods have a range
dependent on the used pattern, not on the field of observation.
With simple periodic patterns, it is possible to measure position accurately by feature-detection, as Clarck et
al. [5], or by Fourier-like processing, as Yamahata et al. [6],
but in these cases the absolute range is limited to one period. The most common solution to improve the range is to
combine a large encoding to the periodicity. Various codes
are usable, as the Manchester code used by Masa et al. [7]
or a pseudo-periodic binary pattern for 2D measurement
of Galeano-Zea et al. [8]. It is also possible to use moiré
fringes to improve the range, as Ri et al. [9] or Sugiura et
al. [10].
Another solution, inherited from interferometry, consists in using two fringe sets with different periods [11], [12].
The combination of those two fringe sets forms a larger
pattern while being an accurate tool. This method was
already applied to displacement measurement along one
direction in a previous work [13]. We also applied it to
the measurement of a force through the use of a compliant structure [14]. Experiments showed a 5 nm error for a
range of 168 µm and real-time processing.
This paper presents a novel visual method to measure
displacements at nano-scale along two directions through
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the observation of a single pattern. This pattern results
from the intertwining of periodic grids that requires a specific algorithm to be used. The method combines accuracy
and range along two-axes with monocular vision using a
regular microscope.
The next sections present the principle of the method,
firstly for 1-D measurement and then along two axes in
section 3. Section 4 describes the experimental validation
of the method and the obtained performances. Section 5
concludes the paper.
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δ

Figure 2: Block diagram of the twin-scale measurement method.
Details are in [13].

our case, it corresponds to calculate the phase Φ1 as the
argument of the dot product between the pixel intensity
vector V (obtained after averaging of the image along the
stripe direction) and a complex analysis vector Z notably
composed of a Gaussian window:

2. Twin-scale measurement principle along one direction

Φ1 = arg(V · Z)

We previously presented a displacement measurement
method based on pattern [13], [14]. Despite a high performance level, this method is limited to one-direction measurement. The aim of this paper is to move beyond by doing 2D measurements with a similar principle. This section
introduces the 1D measurement principle prior to develop
the 2D method.
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with k the pixel index, Ñ the image width in pixels and L̃
the stripe period in pixels1 obtained with a Fourier transform method.
The target displacement is determined with:

2.1. Single-grid position measurement
The use of a periodic pattern to evaluate the position
of an object is not a new concept. A method consists in
using phase measurement to obtain an estimation of the
position, modulo the period of the pattern.
Fundamentally, the method is based on the phase-todisplacement relationship:
F(f (x − δ)) = e−2πiδξ · F(f (x))

ỹ2

Line extraction

δ=

Φ1 · L
+ nL
2π

(4)

where n is an unknown integer and L the period in meters.
Indeed the pattern periodicity involves a modulo L on the
knowledge of its position by vision. Since a displacement
equal to an entire number of periods does not change the
image obtained.

(1)

where F corresponds to the Fourier transformation, f (x)
is the distribution of pixel intensity (or more generally the
space function), x the initial spatial coordinate, δ the spatial displacement and ξ the reciprocal variable of x. In this
way, the spatial displacement δ induces a phase shift Φ in
the frequency domain equal to 2πδξ.
This relationship applied to an image I of a periodic
pattern allows to measure its displacement with high precision. Moreover, a short computation time could be obtained through the use of a single-frequency spectral computation applied to the spatial frequency of the pattern
used, instead of a complete discrete Fourier transform. In

2.2. Twin-scale principle
In order to improve the range of the method, we use
a twin-scale pattern [13]. A second grid, with a slightly
different period, is joined to the first grid. The phase measurement Φ2 of this grid provides another phase data that
allows to remove phase ambiguities on the global pattern
(see Fig. 1):
ΦΛ = Φ1 − Φ2
(5)
1 In this article, spacial dimensions are metric by default. The
dimensions in pixels are wrote with a tilde, like L̃.
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axes with the objective of similar performances in terms
of range and accuracy.
Basically, a 2D measurement could be done through the
use of two 1D sensors correctly placed. In the case of the
method previously exposed, two patterns could be placed
perpendicularly on the object of interest and observed by
two cameras during a planar displacement, what would
result in 2D measurement. However in numerous cases,
and more particularly in the micro-world, the bulk of the
sensing setup is a critical point. That is why a single 2D
sensor is preferable to a pair of 1D sensors.
The use of the new pattern presented below allows to
carry out direct 2D measurement with a single camera.
This section introduces this pattern and describes the measurement process. This process is divided in two points:
the measurement algorithm itself and the necessary preprocessing steps.

Table 1: Performances of twin-scale visual measurement with a 8 µm
periodic pattern and 640x480 8-bits camera (from [13]).

Property

Value

Travel range
Theoretical resolution
Experimental repeatability (3-σ)
Bandwidth

168 µm
55 pm
5 nm
>1500 Hz

The synthetic period of the pattern is given by:
LΛ =

L1 · L2
| L1 − L2 |

(6)

where L1 and L2 are the periods of the two strip sets.
The accuracy of the method is also improved by a calculus
trick: the position is not directly evaluated with the phase
ΦΛ but with Φ1 and the entire number m of periods L1 in
the period LΛ :
m≈

LΛ ΦΛ − L1 Φ1
2πL1

3.1. Pattern design
A new pattern was designed and micro-machined in
clean room to measure displacements along two directions
simultaneously. Its shape results from the fusion of two
twin-scale patterns intertwined perpendicularly by inclusive disjunction (see Fig. 3). The result is a chessboardlike pattern that stores the entire data of the two previous
patterns and suits for measurement displacements with a
large unambiguous range along the two axes.
In the experimental case Lx,1 = Ly,1 = L1 = 8 µm and
Lx,2 = Ly,2 = L2 = 8.3 µm, resulting in an unambiguous
range of 221.33 µm. The heights Wx and Wy of the pattern
are larger than the periods L (32 µm) with the aim to not
affect measurements. It is noteworthy that these periods
can be adapted to the needs.
In practice, the pattern is realized by photolithography
on a thin aluminum layer deposited on a glass substrate
(see Fig. 3.c). The elementary, non-ambiguous range of
221.33 × 221.33 µm2 is duplicated several times in both
directions and the actual full pattern size is 10 × 10 mm2 .

(7)

Finally the displacement is given by:
δ=

ΦΛ LΛ
L1
+ p LΛ =
Φ1 + m L1 + p LΛ
2π
2π

(8)

where p is an unknown integer (can be set to 0 if the range
of displacement is below LΛ ). The new ambiguity is equal
to LΛ rather than L1 . The algorithm is summarized Fig. 2.
When the periods L1 and L2 of the patterns are known,
the method provides a direct conversion from pixels to
meters. This self-calibration does not depend on experimental parameters such as magnification or field of view.
High-frequency noises are also filtered by the spectral filtering involved in the phase measurement. The method
presents low sensitivity to sharpness or brightness variation, at least as long as the contrast is sufficient to extract
spacial frequencies of interest. The determinant parameter
to obtain accuracy is finally the resolution of the camera
(see [13]).
Table 1 gathers the performances of the method using
a micro-machined pattern with twin-scales of periods 8 µm
and 8.4 µm. The range-to-resolution ratio of the method
is larger than 106 with a 8-bits camera. Its working principle and the evaluation of these performances are detailed
in [13] as well as discussions about the influence of the
parameters.

3.2. Algorithm
The new pattern requires a new algorithm to be used.
Both horizontal and vertical displacements have to be measured by phase evaluation applied to specific areas of the
image, similarly to the method presented in section 2.1.
The major problem is now the choice of these areas. Only
the case of horizontal measurement will be detailed here
since the vertical one is similar. The global measurement
algorithm, detailed below, is presented in Fig. 5.
The first step consists in the vertical filtering of the
image:
Im = I ∗ C
(9)

3. Extension to two-direction measurement

with C a column vector of size f˜y = round(L̃y,1 + L̃y,2 )/2
with each component equal to 1/f˜y . The aim of this step
is to cancel high frequency noises and recover a 1D-pattern
shape in the 2D-pattern image (see Fig. 4).

In view of performances obtained for one axis displacement measurement, we worked on the evolution of the
method to be able to measure displacements along two
3
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Figure 4: An example of selection of four horizontal lines used to find
the best working area. The image is averaged vertically beforehand.
Each line is chosen W̃x /4 away from the previous line.

The second step consists in the extraction of four horizontal and equidistant lines, named VA ,VB ,VC et VD (see
Fig. 4). The aim of these multiple lines is to identify a
couple of lines corresponding to periods L1 and L2 respectively. Indeed at least one of the couples AC or BD is
suitable, i.e. without stripe set overlapping, because of
the choice of a W/4 distance between these lines.

Wy
y-axis pattern
(a) Design principle of the 2D pattern.

Then eight products are then computed:
X
PKi =
VK (x̃) · Zx,i (x̃, L̃x,i )

(10)

x̃

with K ∈ [A, B, C, D], i ∈ [1, 2] and Zx,i the analysis
function (similar to that of equation 3) such as:
Zx,i (x̃, L̃x,i ) = e
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To determine which is the best couple and who is who
in this couple (who corresponds to period Lx,1 and who
corresponds to period Lx,2 ), four cross-modulus are calculated:
MA1C2 = |PA1 | · |PC2 |
MA2C1 = |PA2 | · |PC1 |
MB1D2 = |PB1 | · |PD2 |
MB2D1 = |PB2 | · |PD1 |
The largest cross-modulus corresponds to the best couple, noted Mbest (since stripe overlapping or period mismatch would reduced the modulus drastically).

(b) Mask used for the photolithography of the pattern in clean
room. Here Lx,1 = Ly,1 = 8 µm, Lx,2 = Ly,2 = 8.3 µm and
Wx = Wy = 32 µm.

The penultimate step consists in calculating the phases
of the two grids of the chosen couple and to correct them to
take into account the slight residual misalignment between
the pattern and the camera pixel frame (see Fig. 5). It
requires the rate θrad/p,x of the rotation of the pattern
with respect to the pixel frame (in radian per pixel). For
example if Mbest = MB1D2 , we know that VB has a period
L1 and VD has a period L2 , so we obtain:
φB1 = arg(PB1 ) + (ỹA − ỹB ).θrad/p,x
φD2 = arg(PD2 ) + (ỹA − ỹD ).θrad/p,x

(c) Typical 1280x960 image of the pattern captured with the visual
setup.

Finally these two phases are used to determinate the
position with the same method as for one degree of free-

Figure 3: The 2D pattern, from principle to actual device.
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dom measurement (see equation 8). The same algorithm
is applied to the y-axis.
It is important to mention that some parameters have
to be identified before the measurement: the periods of
the pattern (in pixel) L̃x,1 , L̃x,2 , L̃y,1 , L̃y,2 ; its heights
W̃y and W̃x ; the analysis functions Zx,1 , Zx,2 , Zy,1 and
Zy,2 ; the rates θrad/p,x and θrad/p,y . These parameters
are determined once by a pre-processing step, as described
with full details in next section.
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The pre-processing step allows to evaluate ten elements
useful for the measurement step: the four grid periods, the
two grid widths, the four analysis functions and the two
angular corrections. The global calibration algorithm is
shown in Fig. 6 for the half of the elements (the second
half is obtained similarly by inverting x-axis and y-axis.
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In a first instance, the pre-processing is made on filtered images (as the measurement step), allowing to reduce high frequency noises (see equation 9). The four periods in pixels (L̃x,1 , L̃x,2 , L̃y,1 , L̃y,2 ) are firstly determined
thanks to a Fourier transform applied to the selected vectors. Next an iterative algorithm allows to find these periods with subpixelic resolution (inferior to 0.01 pixel). The
analysis functions Zx,1 , Zx,2 , Zy,1 and Zy,2 are calculated
thanks to these periods (see equation 11).
The widths of the grids (W̃x , W̃y ) are obtained with
the same algorithm but applied to vectors made by specific
filtering of the image to bring to light the widths.
Finally the necessary angular correction is calculated
by considering the deviation of the phase variation, horizontally or vertically. For example if the rows of an image
are scanned to measure the horizontal position of the pattern according to the ordinate, the phase curve is a line
tilted by the angle of the pattern. Thus the phase error
θrad/p,x (in radian by pixels) due to the orientation of the
pattern can be calculated. However this evaluation of the
orientation is limited to small angles, due to residual static
misalignment.
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Globally most of the pre-processing time corresponds
to the selection of four rectangular areas by the operator
to obtain the coordinates x̃1 , x̃2 , ỹ1 and ỹ2 . The size
of the filter applied to the image (f˜x and f˜y ) can also
be set. This time is of course user-dependent and it was
evaluated to be close to 30 s by averaging from different
users (extremes 20 s – 45 s). In comparison, the actual preprocessing computation time of 1.3 s is almost negligible.

Step 3: Computation of
the actual displacement
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4. Experimental validations
An experimental setup was built to test the method
(see Fig. 7). It primarily consists of a pattern fixed on a
nano-stage and observed through a microscope. Evaluated
performances are resolution, range, linearity, repeatability
and trueness.

L1
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δ

Figure 5: Block diagram of 2D measurement. Here only the measurement along the x-axis is presented, but the y-axis case is similar.
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4.1. Experimental setup
The aim of the experimental setup is to observe a moving pattern to evaluate the performances of the method,
thus it is important to control precisely the displacement.
We use for this purpose a piezo nanopositioner P-753.1CD
from Physik Instrumente (specifications in table 3).
This piezoactuator is mounted on a 6-axis manual positioning device (three translations and three rotations)
allowing micro-displacements. This device is used to place
the pattern in front of the microscope without out-of-plane
tilt and to realize displacements larger than the piezoactuator range.
The visual setup is composed of a Fireware camera
(Allied Vision Technology Stingray F-125, 8 bits, 1292 ×
964 pixels) and a 10× microscope lens. The computer
used is a common Intel Core2 Quad CPU Q9550 2.83 GHz,
running under Windows 7.
The performances of the visual measurement method
are determined by observing the pattern fixed on the actuator, so these performances are highly dependent on noises
that move the pattern with respect to the microscope. To
reduce mechanical noises, the setup is fixed on an antivibration table placed in a metrologic room with an isolated
slap. Thermal noises are reduced by the temperature control of the room (variations below 0.5 degrees).
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Figure 6: Pre-processing block diagram to identify accurately parameters. A symmetrical algorithm allows to find the complementary
parameters.

4.2. Resolution evaluation
In this work, we refer to resolution definition provided
by the “Joint Committee for Guides on Metrology” [15]
as the “smallest change in a quantity being measured that
causes a perceptible change in the corresponding indication”. So the important is to detect a displacement as
small as possible, even if it is lost within a noisy background of much larger magnitude. In this way, the experiment sends a picometric control input to the piezoactuator and detects it with the vision (at 20 frames per
second) to evaluate the resolution.
The chosen input signal is a pulse sequence of period
1 s with an amplitude of 0.5 nm. This amplitude is near
to the minimal displacement we can observe with our visual method, as demonstrated in [13]. However a so little
displacement will be lost in the measurement noise (here
approximately 5 nm, as observed in the following experiments). To detect the displacement despite noises, we
use the Fourier transform applied to the temporal data of
position measurement, to detect the periodicity of this sequence of displacement. Indeed if the peak of the resulting
curve is found at the expected frequency, the displacement
is detected so the visual method has a resolution at least
equal to its amplitude.
Fig. 8.a shows the control input (with an amplitude of
0.5 nm) and the corresponding capacitive sensor measurement. We can clearly see the repeatability of the capacitive
is around 1 nm. We can also check the effective motion by
averaging the measures of low and high levels. We found
a difference of 0.4937 nm. Since the resolution of the capacitive sensor is ten times lower, we are confident that

(a) Diagram of the experimental setup. The pattern could be
moved along six DoF manually and one DoF automatically.
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(b) The experimental setup from various points of view.
Figure 7: The experimental setup, placed in a metrological room to
reduce mechanical and thermal noises. The 1 DoF piezo-actuator
is placed obliquely to generate a pattern displacement along both x
and y axes.
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dure. Each series includes 2000 points allocated between
the 17 positions of a ramp function. The results are presented at the end of this section: Table 2 gives a general vision of these results; Table 3 summarizes these results and
collates them to the performances of the piezo-actuator
and its capacitive sensor. Also notable is that the calculation method is able to process more than 100 image per
second under Matlab, meaning video-rate processing with
common cameras.

(b-c) Magnitude of the FFT of visual measurement along x-axis
(left) and from the capacitive sensor measurement (right). The
peak at frequency of 1Hz is perceived more easily with the
capacitive sensor because the signal is less noisy.
Figure 8: Results of the resolution experiment. The fact that the
magnitude of FFT of both visual method and capacitive sensor have
a peak which corresponds to the period of the input command proves
that the resolution of the method is at least 500 pm.

a motion of 0.5 nm is produced. The question is then to
detect the motion with the visual method. Fig. 8.b and
c illustrate respectively the magnitude of the FFT of the
temporal visual measurement along the x-axis and of the
capacitive sensor. We can see distinctly the peaks for a
frequency of 1 Hz, so the resolution of the visual method is
(at least) equal to 0.5 nm. This value is to be considered
only with this pattern and this visual setup, for an analysis using 2000 images (theoretical best values for other
setups are discussed in [13]). This result is widely below
the others performances evaluated experimentally further
(linearity, repeatability, trueness), and should thus be seen
as an absolute measurement limitation in our experimental
conditions.

4.3.1. Accuracy estimation
We choose to characterize the accuracy of our method
with three elements: its linearity, its repeatability and its
trueness.
The linearity is defined as the maximum deviation of
the measured quantity values from the least square line of
the measured values during a linear displacement. Fig. 10
shows the corresponding error values and the resulting linearity of 19 nm, which corresponds to 0.16 % relatively to
the explored range during this experiment.
The repeatability (or measurement precision under repeatability conditions) is defined as the “closeness of agreement between indications or measured quantity values obtained by replicate measurements on the same or similar
objects under specified conditions” [15]. Fig. 11 expresses
this definition by the evaluation of three times the standard deviation of the measurement for each input command. The result is a repeatability below 10.5 nm.

4.3. Micrometric measurements
The second experiment is thought to allow the evaluation of the range, linearity, repeatability and trueness
of the method. The input command is a ramp function
(see Fig. 9). The pattern is always placed tilted beside
the actuator to allows measurements simultaneously along
x-axis and y-axis (see Fig. 7).
One series of measurements is presented in details below, but five others were carried out with the same proce-

The trueness is defined as the “closeness of agreement
between the average of an infinite number of replicate measured quantity values and a reference quantity value” [15].
In our case the reference is the capacitive sensor included
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Figure 10: Error between the visual measurement and its least square
line (serie 1, see Fig. 14). The linearity is the maximum deviation of
this error, here equal to 19 nm.

Figure 11: Repeatability of the visual measurement (serie 1, see
Fig. 14). The repeatability is equal to 3σ (with σ the standard
deviation), calculated with all the measures obtained for a specific
input command. It corresponds coarsely to the dispersion of each
group of point in Fig. 10. Here the repeatability is always below
10.5 nm and on average equal to 5.5 nm.

in the piezo-actuator and each trueness value is the average of more than hundred errors. Fig. 12 presents these
trueness according to the input command, never bigger
than 18.5 nm. The accuracy of the actuator is better than
that of visual sensor; in this way the wavy shape is due to
edge effect on the pattern that induce a numerical error
on the phase measurement.
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4.3.2. Range evaluation
The range of the method is determined by the periods
of the pattern according to Eq. 6. Thus with L1 = 8 µm
and L2 = 8.3 µm the complete range is equal to LΛ =
221.33 µm. To illustrate this range, two 1D-axis with a
larger range (M-111.1DG from Physik Instrumente) are
used to move the pattern along the two axes. Their control
inputs are sine curves with slightly different periods, what
generates the trajectory of Fig. 13.
To illustrate the fact that performances are homogeneous along the whole range, the initial setup (with the
more accurate actuator) is used. The manual positioning
table was used to change the x, y and θ positions, then five
measurement series (similar to that one used to evaluate
accuracy) are done. Fig. 8 shows the 6 trajectories of the
pattern and the maximal range. Results are summarized
in Table 2 and Table 3.
To conclude on the range issue, it is important to mention that displacements larger than LΛ can be measured
by performing phase compensation; i.e. adjusting parameter p in equation 8. In this case the global range of the
method is limited by the size of the pattern. It is a common method used to improve the range of application of a
sensor.
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Figure 12: Trueness of the visual measurement (serie 1, see Fig. 14).
Each trueness value is the error between the average of visual measurements and the average of capacitive measurements for a specified
input command. Here the default of trueness is mainly due to the
linearity default (similar to Fig. 10).

Table 2: Overview of the experimental results for the six series of
measurements by vision.

Performances
Linearity (%)
Repeatability (nm)
Trueness (nm)

8

Serie 1 Serie 2 Serie 3 Serie 4 Serie 5 Serie 6
0.16
10.5
18.5

0.13
10
11

0.16
13.5
11

0.12
6.5
10

0.12
12
8

0.16
11
15
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The visual measurement method presented in this paper provides a satisfactory solution to the initial issue,
namely the 2D position measurement with a large rangeto-resolution ratio. The new micro-pattern intertwines
properly the twin-scale grids along the two axes. The new
algorithm is adapted to its exploitation, selecting correctly
which areas of the image are suited to realize measurements.
We experimentally characterized the performances of
the method with a specific setup. Large absolute range
(221.33 µm), sub-nanometric resolution (0.5 nm) and good
linearity (0.16 %), repeatability (13.5 nm) and trueness
(18.5 nm) are observed (with a capacitive sensor as reference). Moreover the computation time enables video-rate
use. The method constitutes thus a new tool for the calibration of micro-actuators as well as a supplementary visual sensor in the field of automation at micro-scale. The
method is also easily and quickly calibrated. Finally it
is important to mention that the visual method could be
adapted to others scales: general enlargement or shortening of the pattern; modifications of Lx,1 , Ly,1 , Lx,2 or Ly,2
to modify its resolution or range; using of a more powerful
camera and adjustment of the lens magnification accordingly; etc.
Future works will be focused on the use of a similar
pattern to realize spatial position measurement, always
aiming large range-to-resolution ratio.
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Figure 13: Illustration of the range of the visual sensor during a
large-range measurement. Two actuators are used with sinusoidal
control inputs.
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